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 WHAT DID KUMARILA BHATTA MEAN BY SVATAH PRAMANYA?

 JOHN TABER

 UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

 The doctrine of "intrinsic validity" or svatah pramanya remains a poorly understood, though

 central, teaching of Plirva Mimdmsd. This study attempts to explain what the great Mimdmrsd

 philosopher Kumdrilabhatta meant by svatah prdmainya, by discussing and evaluating the dis-

 tinct interpretations of Kumdrila's statements by his commentators Umbekabhatta and Pdrthasd-

 rathimisra. It is shown that, while "intrinsic validity" may not serve as an adequate basis for the

 defense of the authority of the Veda, as the Mimdmsd philosophers intended it, it nevertheless

 constitutes a significant contribution to general epistemology. It also lies at the very heart of

 Mimdrnsd thought insofar as it plays an important role in the arguments for various other impor-

 tant philosophical doctrines of Mimdmsd.

 PERHAPS THE MOST DISTINCTIVE DOCTRINE of the Mi-

 mamsa school of philosophy is that of svatah pr- m-ya

 or the intrinsic validity of cognitions. What does this

 doctrine mean? What is its role in the MImadmsd sys-

 tem? In this study I shall attempt to answer these ques-

 tions, focussing on the presentation of svatah pr-m-nya

 in the writings of Kumarila and his commentators.

 I

 The doctrine of svatah prdmanya has always ap-

 peared philosophically questionable. Not only was it

 attacked by every ancient school of Indian philosophy

 apart from P-urva and Uttara Mimamsa; few modern

 scholars have been able to see any plausibility in the

 idea. S. Radhakrishnan, for example, wonders whether

 the theory of svatah pra-ma-nya is not merely a kind of
 coherence theory of truth, which states that cognition

 is true insofar as it is consistent with the rest of our

 knowledge. Would that be truth, he asks, or merely a

 test of truth?1 K. K. Dixit, more recently, puts the is-

 sue succinctly as follows: "In a nutshell [Kumarila's]

 position is that all cognition is valid unless proved
 otherwise.... But the difficulty is ... that a piece of
 cognition not proved to be invalid is not necessarily
 valid; it might be valid, but it might [also] be
 otherwise."2 However, I shall argue in this essay that
 the doctrine of svatah prdmiknya is an interesting and

 perhaps even valid philosophical theory, and that, in

 particular, it does not readily succumb to the sorts of

 objections that are raised against the coherence theory

 of truth. Moreover, it is parallel in certain respects to

 the notion of self-validating cognitions, or "clear and

 distinct ideas," which has played so important a role in

 Western epistemology.

 Svatah prdmanya is questionable in other ways.

 Even if it is, in the last analysis, philosophically defen-

 sible, it nevertheless seems at first sight remote from

 common sense. How would anyone ever have arrived

 at such a doctrine? Is there an ulterior motive behind

 it? In particular, why is svatah prmiimnya presented as

 a general theory of knowledge in Mlmdmsa? For not

 just the Veda, but all knowledge is said to be valid by
 virtue of svatah priminya. Did Mimadmsa really first

 work out a general theory of knowledge and then apply

 it to the Veda as a special case? Or, seeing that the

 Veda could be shown to be valid only on the basis of

 svatah prdmiinya, was it forced to argue that all knowl-

 edge is valid on that basis, so as to remove any appear-

 ance of the Veda being an exception? (To be sure,

 Mlmarmsd does not proceed openly in that way. But
 manner of presentation does not always reflect the pro-
 cess of discovery.) I shall also attempt to show, how-

 ever, that the general theory of svatah pranmanya ties in
 with other important Mimadms ideas: it is implied by

 certain doctrines; other doctrines are implied by it. It is
 central to Mlmdmsd.

 We may begin to see this, here, by way of introduc-

 tion, by considering the crucial role played by svatah
 prdmiinya in the Mimamsd argument for the authority
 of the Veda. According to Mimamrsd, the Veda is eter-

 nal, without any human or divine author. For we have

 l Indian Philosophy (London: Allen and Unwin, 1929),

 2:406-7.

 2 Slokavdrtika: A Study (Ahmedabad: L. D. Institute of

 Indology, 1983), 5.
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 TABER: What Did Kumdrila Bhatta Mean by svatah pramanya? 205

 not observed anyone to have composed the Veda in our

 own time; and tradition has not handed down to us the

 names of any authors of the remote past. Rather, we

 only observe people learning the Veda from others who

 themselves previously learned it. Assuming the past to

 be like the present, we must believe that it has always

 been handed down by teachers who themselves learned

 it, never by anyone who composed it.3 Hence, the Veda

 is beginningless. But then, by virtue of its intrinsic va-

 lidity, it must be valid for anyone who hears it. All

 cognition-in this case verbal cognition-is true "of

 itself" (svatah), and remains so unless contradicted by

 other cognition or vitiated by knowledge of a defect in

 its source (in most cases, a particular sense faculty).

 Indeed, the instructions of the Veda about dharma are

 never discovered to be false; and, eternal and without

 any author, the discovery of any defect in its source is

 an impossibility.4

 As dogmatic as this argument at first sounds, it actu-

 ally reflects a certain anti-fideism, even empiricism, at

 the heart of Mimqmsa. It is closely connected with the

 belief that dharma, the subject of the Veda, is beyond

 the ken of humans. In developing their defense of the

 Veda the Mimdmsd philosophers had before them the

 tempting alternative, adopted by the Buddhists and

 Jainas, that scripture consists of the deliverances of hu-

 man beings endowed with supernormal insight, even

 omniscience. The Jainas believed in the absolute omni-

 science of the Jina; some Buddhists, on the other hand,

 most notably Dharmakirti, believed that the Buddha

 had a supernormal capacity to know only matters per-

 taining to how one should live and attain salvation. But

 Mimamsa fundamentally rejects the ability of humans

 to know any transcendent matters.5 Appealing, again,

 to the principle that "the world was never otherwise

 than it is now,"6 it asserts, on the basis of the fact that

 no one is omniscient now, that no one ever was.7 In his

 full treatment of the question of omniscience in his

 Brhattikd,8 Kumarila shows himself to be a hard-nosed
 skeptic when it comes to human testimony. It would be

 impossible, he argues, to establish a person's ability to

 know transcendent matters unless one had such knowl-

 edge oneself. In general, one cannot conclude that

 someone has knowledge in one area of expertise from

 having established that he has knowledge in another.

 Surely, then, one cannot conclude that someone knows

 what is beyond the world from anything he knows

 about the world. Besides, Kumdrila says, men are for

 the most part speakers of untruth.9 We should afford

 men of the past no more credence than we are able to

 afford men of today-especially when it comes to reli-

 gion, where charlatans abound.10 Skepticism is also

 extended to the question of the existence of God in MI-

 marnsa, so that the alternative of the Nyaya school, that

 the Veda is authoritative qua the utterances of a super-

 natural omniscient being, is also excluded.

 Thus the Mlmamsd defense of the Veda is decidedly

 minimalist. It rests on the fundamental premise of

 empiricism that one has no right to believe in the exis-

 tence of that which has never been observed. However,

 Mimdmsa goes a step further in holding that the

 complete absence of evidence for something-where

 evidence would be expected-establishes its nonexist-

 ence. This principle is identified in Mimamsa episte-

 mology as the sixth means of knowledge, abhdva, or

 the absence of other pramanas, which is distinct from

 perception, inference, etc. (This pramana, significantly,

 is rejected by most other schools.) By abhdva, then,

 since there is no evidence of an author of the Veda by

 any other pramana, it really is without an author and

 eternal.' 1 But then, by virtue of the intrinsic validity of

 3SV, vakya 366: vedasyadhyayanam sarvam gurvadhya-
 yanapunrvakam / vedadhyayanavacyatvad adhunddhyayanam

 yatha; cf. TS 2341, 2343.

 4 TS 2345-49. For an interesting discussion of the influ-

 ence of the doctrine of the authorlessness of the Veda in

 Sanskrit culture, see Sheldon Pollock, "Mimmrnsa and the

 Problem of History in Traditional India," JAOS 109 (1989):

 603-10.

 5 See MSBh, 1:17, 11. 5-7; SV, codana 15-18.

 6 TS 2274, where the context is the denial of cosmic disso-

 lution (mahapralaya); cf. SV, codana 98c-99b: ... mimamsa-

 kaih punah idanim iva sarvatra drstan nadhikam isyate.

 ' SV, codana 117; cf. TS 3185.

 8 Extensive portions of Kumdrila's lost work, the Brhat-

 tika, are preserved in Santaraksita's Tattvasahgraha. It is not
 yet established whether the Brha!ttika, which was apparently

 much longer than the Slokavarttika and contains many identi-

 cal or nearly identical verses, was written before or after the

 Slokavdrttika. See Erich Frauwallner, "Kumdrila's Brhattikd,"

 Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde Sud- und Ostasiens 6 (1962):

 78-90. Frauwallner argues that Kumdrila first wrote the SV

 and then revised his ideas in the BT after becoming ac-

 quainted with Dharmakirti's theories. But cf. K. S. Rama-

 swami Sastri, "Forgotten Kdrikds of Kumdrila," Journal of

 Oriental Research 1 (1927): 131-44. See also my "Further

 Observations on Kumdrila's Brhattika,," forthcoming in the

 S. S. Janaki felicitation volume.

 9 SV codand, 144: sarvadd capi purusah prayendnrtavadinah.
 10 TS 3 195-97, 3222-25.
 1 See TS 2087-94 for a characterization of the argument

 for the eternality of the Veda as an application of abhdva.
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 cognition, it is valid. This argument, however, assumes

 that no evidence of an author of the Veda is provided by

 the pramana of implication, or arthapatti. But is that the

 case? Even though we do not observe or remember an

 author of the Veda, isn't it still implied that there must

 have been one, perhaps beyond the reach of memory?

 For the Veda consists of language, and how, if not orig-

 inally uttered by a speaker, could a corpus of injunc-

 tions, prohibitions, and other linguistic forms exist?

 The answer to this question is provided in MImdmsa by

 means of an elaborate philosophy of language which,

 on the basis of such theses as the eternality of sound,

 the eternal connection of word and meaning, etc., seeks

 to establish the possibility of an authorless discourse.12
 The discussion of these issues comprises a major por-

 tion of the system. Thus, the MImamsd defense of the

 Veda is considerably more complex than it at first ap-

 pears. Nevertheless, the Mimarnsa philosopher is confi-

 dent that his theory of revelation is, in the last analysis,

 simpler, and therefore more true, than any alternative.

 For, ultimately, it does not posit anything unseen in or-

 der to account for the given.13 It merely interprets the
 given-the Veda, handed down from generation to gen-

 eration-in such a way as not to require extraneous ex-

 planation. It introduces no authors or seers of the

 ancient past endowed with abilities never observed

 among men. And in this, one may see another trait of

 empiricism, known in the West as Occam's Razor.

 There is one final, but very crucial, piece to the puz-

 zle-another aspect of this empiricism, verging on

 skepticism. And that is the highly rationalized and de-

 mythologized interpretation of the Veda itself in MI-
 mamsa. This also relates to the argument for the

 validity of the Veda on the basis of svatah pra-mainya.

 For according to the doctrine of svatah pramanya, a

 cognition is valid intrinsically unless it is vitiated by

 another, contradictory cognition, or by the realization
 that its source is corrupt. We have so far, essentially,

 considered only the problem of the source. But isn't the

 Veda in fact contradicted by other things we know? To

 be sure, the statements of the Veda about dharma will

 stand; for we cannot claim to have independent knowl-

 edge of the transcendent. But what about sentences of
 the Veda that pertain to matters of common experi-

 ence? Rg Veda 4.58.3, for example, mentions a being

 with four horns, three feet, two heads, and seven hands.

 Certainly we know that there is no such creature! Many

 other mantras attribute thought and intention to uncon-

 scious objects. Still others appear self-contradictory

 (e.g., "Aditi is heaven; Aditi is the atmosphere," Rg

 Veda 1.89.10) or are simply gibberish.14 Thus, it would
 seem, at least part of what the Veda says is discon-

 firmed. One must therefore wonder about the reliability

 of the Veda as a whole.

 It is in order to head off this attack that Mimdrnsd

 embarks on a program of radical reinterpretation of the

 Veda. It considers the Veda, essentially, simply as a

 manual for the performance of the sacrifice. The sac-

 rifice, in turn, brings about its effect not by inexplica-

 ble magic but by an ultimately intelligible, though

 unique, causal property, known as apurva.15 All my-

 thopoeic content is denied; references to the supernatu-

 ral are mere eulogies (arthavada) not to be taken

 literally. The mantras uttered during the sacrifice have

 no magical sound potency, but serve merely as remind-

 ers of the correct sequence of actions;16 the divinities
 invoked in the hymns are mere names.17

 Thus MImarmsa, in spite of its identity as the de-

 fender of a faith tradition, is marked by pronounced

 anti-fideistic tendencies. At the basis of this anti-

 fideism is, as I have suggested, an empiricist spirit.

 This empiricism in turn seems to rest ultimately on a

 kind of rigid philosophical realism which insists

 strictly on the reality of appearances: the world is as it

 appears and nothing more! 18 No doubt this outlook was

 12 For a recent discussion of the issues of Hindu philoso-

 phy of language, see Purusottama Bilamoria, Sabdapramdna:

 Word and Knowledge (Dordrecht, Netherlands: Kluwer,

 1988).

 13 SV, codand 153: evam ca kalpayanty anye ydvad dgama-

 siddhaye / tavan na kalpayaty etat samatvam jaimineh paraih

 (with the last pada intended ironically); cf. 97c-99b.

 14 Cf. MSBh 1.1.32. The opponent asks: "How do you know

 that the Veda is not like the utterances of lunatics and chil-

 dren? For in fact, we find such sentences as, 'Trees sat at the

 sacrificial session'; 'Serpents sat at the sacrificial session';

 'The old bull sings maddening songs.' Now how could the 'old

 bull' sing? How could 'trees' or 'serpents' sit at sacrifices?"

 (Jha's translation).

 15 See Wilhelm Halbfass, "Karma, Aparva, and 'Natural'

 Causes," in Karma and Rebirth in Classical Indian Tradi-

 tions, ed. W. D. O'Flaherty (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univ.

 of California Press, 1980), 268-302, esp. pp. 273-84.

 16 See John Taber, "Are Mantras Speech Acts?: The Mi-

 mamsa Point of View," in Mantra, ed. H. P. Alper (Albany:

 SUNY Press, 1989), 144-64.

 17 MSBh 10.4.23.
 18 As we shall see in the sequel, this attitude of strict realism

 manifests sometimes as empiricism, other times as Platonism.

 Taking as real the world as it appears to the senses, it functions

 as empiricism. Considering as real things as they initially

 present themselves to us in thought, it becomes Platonism.
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 TABER: What Did Kumlrila Bhatta Mean by svatah pramanya? 207

 in part motivated by a concern that Mimamsa should

 appear rational and scientific when juxtaposed to the

 impressive intellectual creations of the Buddhists. Yet

 it can also perhaps be seen as an outgrowth of the fun-

 damental scientific attitude of ancient Mimrmsd, the

 analytic exegesis of sacrificial texts. In the end, how-

 ever, such an attitude seems poorly suited for defend-

 ing scripture. For the baby is thrown out with the

 bathwater: the religious spirit of the Veda is excised

 along with all the falsehood. Moreover, scripture

 ceases to be a truly independent means of knowledge;

 for common experience now, to a significant extent,

 stands in judgment over it. The gods of religion disap-

 pear, displaced, in Mimrmsd, not even by the God of

 the Philosophers, but by the eternal, impersonal Imper-

 ative of the one, true dharma. One is reminded of the

 efforts of some of the early modern European philoso-

 phers-especially Spinoza and Locke-to demonstrate

 the harmony of the Bible with Reason, the absolute of

 the New Age.19

 To return to the matter of svatah prdmanya, we can

 already see from the above how the notion of svatah

 prmiimnya is an expression of the fundamental tendency

 of Mima-msa to adhere strictly to appearances (a ten-

 dency which as I have said often manifests as empiri-

 cism). Given that a cognition initially appears as true,

 one remains justified in believing that it is true until

 concrete evidence of its falsehood presents itself. If no

 evidence of its falsehood ever presents itself, one has

 reason to think that the initial impression of validity

 with which the cognition was received reflects an actual

 fact: it really is true. Thus the doctrine of svatah pra-

 manya can be seen, simply, as the claim that we should

 take our cognitions at face value, like everything else.

 If in every way they appear true, then they are!

 Let us now, however, see how the idea of svatah

 prdmdnya is presented in the Mimamsd sources.

 svatah sarvapramdndndM pramanyam iti gamyatam

 na hi svato 'sati gaktih kartum anyena gakyate 47

 atmalabhe ca bhdvdndm kdrandpeksatii bhavet

 labdhatmanam svakdryesu pravrttih svayam eva tu 48

 Kumdrila begins his presentation of the theory of

 svatah pramiinya in his Slokaviirttika (codan&-

 dhikarana) with these words. We may translate them

 as follows.

 The validity of all valid cognitions20 is to be under-

 stood as intrinsic, since a potency not existing intrinsi-

 cally cannot be brought about by something else. And

 [in general] things depend on [other] causes in arising,

 but once they exist they exercise their functions by

 themselves. 21

 What is being said here? On the surface, Kumdrila ap-

 pears to be saying that the pramanya or validity of a

 cognition must come from the cognition itself; for

 svatah, which, for reasons soon to be evident, I have

 chosen to translate ambiguously as 'intrinsic' or 'intrin-

 sically', literally means 'of itself' or 'from itself'. But

 what does that mean? Why cannot the validity of a

 cognition-which presumably means its truth, its accu-

 rately representing things as they are in fact-not come

 from anything besides the cognition itself? One would

 19 Therefore two recent attempts to interpret Mimdmsa as a

 genuinely religious philosophy appear to me to be fundamen-

 tally mistaken. See Francis X. D'Sa, Sabdaprdmainya in

 Sabara and Kumdrila (Vienna: De Nobili Library, 1980); Oth-

 mar Gachter, Hermeneutics and Language in Pirva Mimdmsd

 (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1983); and my reviews thereof in

 Philosophy East and West 33 (1983): 407-10, and 35 (1985):

 215-17, respectively. The work of Francis X. Clooney, on the

 other hand, which also tends in this direction, is more guarded

 in its claims and precise in its method. See, e.g., "Devata-

 dhikarana: A Theological Debate in the Mimamsa-Vedanta

 Tradition," Journal of Indian Philosophy 16 (1988): 277-88,

 and "Why the Veda Has No Author," Journal of the American

 Academy of Religion 55 (1987): 659-84.

 20 The term prdmanya is understood in two senses in Indian

 epistemology: as the property of being instrumental in bring-

 ing about true knowledge, and as the truth or validity of a

 cognition. Accordingly, a pramdna is either a means of true

 knowledge, such as perception, inference, etc., or a valid cog-

 nition (see J. N. Mohanty, Gahgega's Theory of Truth [San-

 tiniketan: Centre of Advanced Study in Philosophy, 1966], 2).

 Since the theory of svatah prdmanya is concerned with pra-

 manva in the second sense, it will frequently be appropriate to

 translate pramdna as 'valid cognition'. Cf. Pramanavarttika

 1.3: pramanam avisamvddi jfidnam....

 21 Cf. Schmithausen, VV, 196: "Es ist einzusehen, dass alle

 Erkenntnismittel aus sich masgeblich sind; denn eine aus sich

 nicht gegebene Fahigkeit kann (auch) durch anderes nicht be-

 wirkt werden; denn die Dinge mbgen zwar fur ihr Entstehen

 auf Ursachen angewiesen sein, aber einmal entstanden Uben

 sie ihre Wirkung aus sich selbst aus." I prefer to translate sva-

 tah ambiguously as 'intrinsic' or 'intrinsically' instead of liter-

 ally as 'of itself', in order to allow for the possibility that it

 means something other than, strictly, 'of/from [the cognition]

 itself'. Indeed, we shall see presently that Umbeka interprets

 it in a nonliteral way.
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 think that, in the case of perception at least, the integ-

 rity of the sense organs would have something to do

 with validity. Indeed, how is it even possible that the

 cognition alone can guarantee its own correspondence

 with its object? And how does the statement of codand

 48-that while things may depend on external factors

 in coming into existence, they give rise to their own

 effects of themselves-explain matters?

 In this section I shall discuss how two commentators

 of the Slokavirttika, Umbekabhatta (eighth century)22

 and Pdrthasdrathimigra (tenth century),23 answer these

 questions. Umbeka interprets Kumdrila to be saying

 that cognitions are intrinsically valid insofar as their

 validity originates or arises "intrinsically." Parthasa-

 rathi, on the other hand, interprets Kumarila to be say-

 ing that cognitions are intrinsically valid insofar as

 their validity is manifest "intrinsically." Both of these

 theories are prima facie compatible with Kumarila's

 text. Nevertheless, I shall argue that in the final analy-

 sis the second theory, that championed by Parthasd-

 rathi, affords a better interpretation.24
 Let us begin by considering Umbekabhatta's pro-

 posal. In his Slokavarttikavyaikhyaitatparyatika- Urn-

 beka appears to make some headway interpreting

 Kumarila's remarks by suggesting that the word svatah

 of SV II (= codanadhikarana), 9loka 47, actually

 means not literally 'of [the cognition] itself', but rather

 'from the normal causes of the cognition'.25 Thus Ku-

 marila is saying (II.47ab): "It is to be understood that

 the validity of all valid cognitions comes from the

 causes of the cognitions themselves (or, from the cog-

 nitions' own causes)."26 According to Umbeka, this

 means that the validity of a valid cognition, in the

 sense of its correspondence with its object, is the result

 of the normal factors that give rise to the cognition-

 e.g., in the case of perception, the object, the sense or-

 gan, the mind, etc. That is to say, when circumstances

 are normal-when, e.g., the object is of normal size

 and within the perceptual field of the sense organ;

 when the sense organ is unimpaired by disease; when

 the mind is alert-then the combination (samagri) of

 these factors gives rise to a cognition that is true. Our

 faculties of knowledge are so constituted as ordinarily

 to give rise to true knowledge. Only when circum-

 stances are abnormal-when the object is far away or

 obscured; when the sense organ is diseased; when the

 mind is distracted-can false cognition occur.27

 Thus the validity of a cognition arises from the same

 factors as produce the cognition;28 it arises from its

 "own," normal causes. If it did not arise from those

 factors, then what else would cause it? "For a po-

 tency"-or, more generally, any property of a thing-

 "not existing intrinsically"-i.e., not arising from its

 own, normal causes-"cannot be produced by some-

 thing else" (na hi svato 'sati saktih kartum anyena

 sakyate). The normal causes of a thing produce the

 normal type of that thing. A seed planted in the ground

 produces a healthy, mature tree. If the seed could not

 produce it, what could? Similarly, the usual, nondefec-

 tive causes of cognition will produce a valid cogni-

 tion-if they could not produce one, what else could?

 Hence one need not postulate the presence of special

 qualities or "excellences" (gunas) conducive to valid-

 ity in the causes of a cognition-say, the proximity of

 the object, the health of the sense organ, the alertness

 of the mind-in order to account for its validity. Sim-

 ply the usual causal factors of a cognition will, so long

 as they are not inhibited in any way, guarantee the cog-

 nition's truth.29

 22 See Schmithausen, VV, 216n.

 23 See K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, "Date of Parthasdrathimigra

 and Sequence of His Works," Indian Historical Quarterly 13

 (1937): 488-97.

 24 The positions of Umbeka and Pdrthasdrathi came to be
 known in subsequent literature as svatah prIm -yam utpatti-

 tah and svatah pramdnyam jiiaptitah, respectively (see, e.g.,

 Gahgega's Tattvacintamani, prjmanyavada). They themselves

 do not use these expressions.

 2S ?VVT, 53, 11. 25ff. I have rendered Umbeka's position

 somewhat freely, drawing also on Pdrthasdrathi's account of it

 in his NRM, for his ideas are somewhat obscured by techni-

 calities in the SVVT. See note 29 below.

 26 See NRM, 48, 11. 11-12: svasabdo 'yam itmiyavdcakah.
 sviydd eva kdrandt tathabhatarthavisayatvam jnanasya

 jayate. SVVT, 54, 11. 23-24: s1oke catmiyavdcakah svagabdah.

 27 indriyadisvariipam eva hy anyanirapek~sam arthdvisarn-
 vddijhdnotpddakam, afijanidindm ca dosopagame vyapdrah,

 na gunddhine.... dosasamavadhane tu samagryantardd vi-

 laksanakdryotpattih: SVVT, 54, 11. 2-5.

 28 vijidnahetava eva prdmdnyasyotpddakdh: SVVT, 54,
 11. 18-19.

 29 It seems, however, that Umbeka mainly wants to appeal

 to the case of inference in arguing that the causes of cogni-

 tion are the causes of validity (SVVT, 54, 11. 8-10). This is a

 poor strategem, in my opinion, which detracts from the fun-

 damentally correct notion that normal causes produce normal

 effects. In inference, Umbeka argues, that which produces

 cognition also, necessarily, produces valid cognition. For the

 middle term of an inference, the linga or hetu, gives rise to

 the awareness of the probandum, the sddhva, only insofar as

 it is invariably connected with the latter. Smoke, for example,

 gives rise to the idea of fire only insofar as it is invariably
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 TABER: What Did Kumdrila Bhatta Mean by svatah pramanya? 209

 Thus interpreting Kumdrila to be saying that the va-

 lidity of a cognition arises "intrinsically," Umbeka

 suggests that Kumdrila's defense of the authority of the
 Veda on the basis of its svatah prdmanya is essentially

 as follows:30 One need not establish that the Veda

 originated from a complex of causal factors involving

 features especially conducive to its validity-specifi-

 cally, the omniscience of the person who uttered it-in

 order to be confident that it is true. Rather, one need

 only be sure that it has not originated from an abnor-

 mal or defective source; for the doctrine of svatah pra-

 manya tells us that a cognition is valid so long as the

 factors from which it arises are not abnormal. We

 know that the Veda does not arise from a defective

 source, because it has no source at all-it is eternal!

 Hence, we can be confident that the Veda is true.

 Of course, this argument as it stands is rather uncon-

 vincing. According to the theory developed by Umbeka,

 it is actually only correct to say that the validity of a

 cognition is dependent on the cognition's arising from

 normal causes, and not that it is dependent on its not

 arising from abnormal ones. Our confidence in the va-

 lidity of a cognition would therefore, it seems, still have

 to be established extrinsically by ascertaining that the

 circumstances that gave rise to it were normal. Validity

 may always arise intrinsically, but it will have to be

 determined extrinsically.31 It appears, then, that if we

 are unable to establish any cause for a cognition, then

 we will no more be able to say that is valid than that it

 is invalid.32 Such is the case, however, for the cogni-

 tions that comprise the Veda. Yet the soundness of this

 defense of the Veda is not what immediately concerns

 us, but only whether it is indeed Kumarila's defense. In

 fact, it does not seem that it is. Umbeka's view also has

 serious flaws as an interpretation of Kumarila.33

 One notices, to begin with, that by interpreting SV

 11.47 along the lines described above Umbeka will

 have some difficulty accounting for the immediately

 following verse, 11.48: "And things depend upon

 [other] causes in arising, but once they exist they exer-
 cise their functions by themselves." Presumably, the

 "things" mentioned in this 0loka include the "valid

 cognitions" of 11.47. But, then, this verse (11.48) tells

 us that cognitions exercise a certain function "by them-

 selves"-in explicit contrast to their coming into exis-

 tence, which results from external causes-whereas,

 according to Umbeka, 11.47 speaks of a potency that

 cognitions receive "from their own causes." In other

 words, on Umbeka's reading svayam in 11.48 and sva-

 tah in 11.47 have quite distinct meanings; yet it would

 seem natural to take them as meaning the same. Again,

 from 11.48 one clearly gathers that intrinsic validity has

 to do with cognitions carrying out a certain function

 "by themselves," and so the reading of 11.47 should

 harmonize with that. Umbeka, however, has taken the

 svatah prdmdnya of 11.47 to pertain to how the causes

 of cognitions function, viz., as we have seen, they

 function alone (without gunas), under normal circum-

 stances, to produce cognitions that are valid.

 In fact, we find Umbeka, in his commentary inter-

 preting Kumarila, as abruptly changing topics from

 11.47 to 48: having stated with 11.47 that a cognition is

 valid just insofar as it arises from its normal causes,

 Kumarila goes on, with 11.48, to respond to an antici-

 pated objection.34 The objection is the following: A

 connected with fire, and in producing such an idea through in-

 variable concomitance, it produces an awareness that is true.

 Thus, in the case of inference, the cause of validity is the

 same as the cause of cognition. Since this is the case for infer-

 ence, it must be true for the other pramanas as well. (Cf. Va-

 caspatimisra, NVTT, 9, 11. 17-18: anumanasya tu ... svata

 eva prdmdnyam anumeyavyabhicuiriliigasamutthatvat. In the

 continuation, however, Vdcaspati denies that perception is

 valid in the same way. Similarly, Mandana, VV 91-92b, ac-

 cepts avyabhicdra as the essence of pramanya for inference,

 but not for perception.)

 In his treatment of Umbeka's position in his NRM Pdrthasd-

 rathi adds another, perhaps more cogent, consideration: if va-

 lidity were due to the presence of gunas in the causal factors,

 then presumably a cognition arising from causes wholly de-

 void of gunas would be wholly devoid of validity. But con-

 sider the cognition of a "yellow" conch produced by a

 jaundiced eye. There is a valid aspect to it, namely, the conch

 aspect; only the color is wrong. The false yellow color is ob-

 viously the result of the defect of jaundice, but the correct

 conch aspect must be the result of the operation of the eye it-

 self (NRM, 48). In sum, our faculties seem to be so consti-

 tuted as naturally to give rise to valid cognition.

 30 SVVT, 54,11. 15-21. Once again, I have made Umbeka's

 argument here more explicit than it is in the text.

 31 This is essentially the critique Santaraksita gives of this

 position. See TS 2832-39. It indeed appears that the first Mi-

 mamsa theory of svatah pramanya discussed by Santaraksita

 in his TS (2812-45) is Umbeka's interpretation of Kumdrila.

 32 Umbeka may well have thought, however, that just inso-
 far as a cognition arises, we know that it arises from some

 cause, and that unless there is positive evidence to the con-

 trary, one is justified in believing the cause to be "normal,"

 hence the cognition to be valid.

 33 As Pdrthasdrathi notes in his NRM: bahavah Rloka asmin
 pakse na sahgacchante, 49,1. 4.

 34 SVVT, 55, 11. 14-23.
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 cognition cannot yield its characteristic effect, which is

 a determinate judgment or knowledge of its object

 (pariccheda, paricchitti), unless it is known to be true.

 If a cognition merely presented an idea or impression

 of its object, that would not constitute judgment. Judg-

 ment is more than thinking something seems a certain

 way; rather, it consists in believing that something

 really is a certain way. Judgment involves being con-

 vinced that the appearance with which one is presented

 in the cognition is really true.35 If that is the case, how-

 ever, then our cognitions will not yield fixed determi-

 nations or judgments until we confirm them. We must

 do that, moreover, through an immediate experience of

 the causal efficiency or "practical function" of their ob-

 jects (arthakriya).36 But that is of course impossible in

 the case of the Veda, which speaks of things entirely

 beyond human experience. With 11.48, suggests Um-

 beka, Kumarila counters this objection. A cognition,

 like anything else, produces its characteristic effect as

 soon as it arises. It immediately yields a determination

 or judgment of its object. It does not first occur as

 indefinite or uncertain and then later, after being con-

 firmed by another cognition, acquire definition or certi-

 tude: "things may depend on other causes in arising;

 but once they exist, they exercise their functions by

 themselves."

 Thus Umbeka presents us with a rather awkward

 view of Kumarila's initial statement of the doctrine of

 svatah pramanya. The main idea (viz., validity arises

 from the causes of cognition) is stated in the first verse

 (11.47), but left undeveloped. Kumarila, rather, imme-

 diately launches into a defense against an objection

 with the second verse (11.48)-an objection that is not

 stated in the text. It is Kumarila's practice in the 5V,

 however, generally to make all objections explicit. In

 viewing 11.48 as a response to an objection, moreover,

 Umbeka must take the particle ca of 48a in a secondary

 sense, as meaning 'but' (tu). The next series of ?lokas,

 49-51, are, then, according to Umbeka supposed to ex-

 plicate why validity cannot come from things other

 than the causes of the cognition; that is, they refer back

 to the first verse. But in fact, as we shall see shortly,

 they are clearly concerned not with the origin of valid-

 ity at all but with one's awareness thereof and so do

 not really connect with the first verse-as Umbeka in-

 terprets it-at all.

 We find, however, that Parthasarathimigra in his

 Nydyaratnakara commentary on the SV is able to inter-

 pret these two 9lokas as a single, coherent statement

 and, moreover, to harmonize them with sl. 49-51. Let

 us now consider his view. Parthasarathi develops his

 position in conscious opposition to Umbeka. He ex-

 plicitly criticizes Umbeka's interpretation in the Sva-

 tahpramanyanirnaya section of his Nydyaratnamald.

 Thus in discussing Parthasarathi's view we will become

 aware of further inadequacies of Umbeka's reading of

 Kumarila.

 Parthasarathi understands svatah prdmCinya com-

 pletely differently than does Umbeka. According to

 him, svatah priminya means that whenever a cogni-

 tion occurs it presents itself as true. The validity of a

 cognition "is known" from the cognition itself: bud-

 dheh sviyam pramdnatvam svata evdvagamyate.37 This

 does not mean that it is known definitively to be true,

 but only that it "is manifest" as such. Even false cog-

 nitions manifest themselves as true. All cognitions, not

 just true cognitions, have intrinsic validity, according

 to Parthasarathi. The difference between true and false

 cognitions is that the latter are always eventually over-

 turned by other cognitions, whereas the former retain

 their intrinsic validity indefinitely. In short, every cog-

 nition has a certain inherent force of conviction. We

 are inclined to believe that it represents matters as

 they really are, as soon as it occurs. True cognitions

 retain this force of conviction, but false ones eventu-

 ally lose it.

 Thus the potency or function referred to by the word

 ?akti in 11.47 and the phrase svakdryesu pravrttih in
 11.48 is more naturally taken by Parthasarathi to be the

 same thing in both cases: a capacity that is literally
 "of itself" or "intrinsic" in the sense of deriving from

 the cognition itself. Parthasarathi considers that this is

 either the capacity of the cognition to ascertain its own

 truth, or else, as Umbeka suggests, the capacity to de-
 termine the nature of its object, that is, to give rise to

 judgment. Even in the latter case, since a cognition
 cannot determine its object unless there is an aware-

 ness of its truth, it is implied that the validity of a cog-

 nition is manifest from the cognition itself. Let us
 interpret the word ?akti in this second way, as refer-
 ring to the capacity of a cognition to determine its

 35 This was a widely accepted principle in Indian episte-

 mology. Cf. Vacaspatimigra, NVTT, 3, 11. 10-12: prameyddi-

 nam tdvat paddrthdndm tattvajfiknam pramdnatattvajfid-

 nddhinam. na hi pramanam tattvendnavadharitam bodhaka-

 tvamaitrena svagocardvadhdrandydlam.... api tu bodhaka-

 tvaikiirthasamaveteniivyabhicaritvena. Cf. also Santaraksita,

 TS 2840-41.

 36 This would be, in the case of water, e.g., the quenching of

 thirst. See E. Mikogami, "Some Remarks on the Concept of

 Arthakriya," Journal of Indian Philosophy 7 (1979): 79-94.  37 NRM, 5 1, karika 3.
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 object.38 11.47, then, states that the validity of all

 (valid) cognitions is known from the cognitions them-

 selves, "since a potency not existing intrinsically [i.e.,
 of the cognition itself] cannot be brought about by

 something else" (na hi svato 'sati gaktih kartum

 anyena sakyate). What else would be able to yield a

 determination if not a cognition? Certainly, if a cogni-

 tion were unable to determine its object itself, it could

 not receive such a capacity from something else. But

 then, since the capacity to determine its object entails

 an awareness of its truth, every cognition must involve

 an awareness of its own truth.

 11.48 supports this idea. In general, we think that all

 potencies, gaktis, are intrinsic. What is meant by 'po-

 tency', gakti, it seems, is a dynamic property that is

 characteristic of a thing and makes it what it is, like

 that of burning in the case of fire. We generally think

 that things, once they exist, exercise these characteris-

 tic gaktis or functions without external aids. Parthasa-

 rathi mentions the example of a pot: a pot requires a

 potter in order to exist; but once it exists it does not

 require anything else in order to serve as a means of

 carrying water.39 Now the characteristic function of
 cognitions would seem to be that of yielding knowl-

 edge-a determination or judgment of their objects.

 This, once again, involves an awareness of the validity

 of the cognition. So, to say that cognitions, like every-

 thing else, will produce their characteristic effects of

 themselves as soon as they have arisen is to say that

 they are necessarily accompanied by an awareness of

 their own truth. Cognitions, therefore, must present

 themselves as true, be accompanied by conviction,
 when they occur.

 Parthasarathi then sees the next three Olokas as expli-

 cating the notion that the awareness of the validity of a
 cognition could not possibly derive from anything be-

 sides the cognition (na ... kartum anyena gakyate).

 jate 'pi yadi vijfiine tdvan nartho 'vadharyate
 yavat karanasuddhatvam na pramanantarad bhavet 49

 tatra jnadnantarotpadah pratiksyah karanantarat

 yavad dhi na paricchinna suddhis tavad asatsama 50

 tasyapi karane suddhe tajjniane syat pramanata
 tasyapy evam iticcam? ca na kvacid vyavatisthate 51

 Even though a cognition has arisen, an object will not be

 determined [by it] so long as the purity (guddhatva) of

 [its] cause has not been ascertained from another pra-

 mana. For that purpose, another cognition must arise

 from another cause. Indeed, as long as the purity [of the

 cause of the first cognition] is not determined, it will be

 as though it did not exist. [But] that [second] cognition

 [which ascertains the purity of the cause of the first cog-

 nition] will be valid only if its cause is pure, and so for

 the [cognition required to ascertain the purity of the

 cause of the second cognition]. Considering matters in

 this way, one never reaches an end.

 If, indeed, a cognition did not of itself yield a sense of

 its own truth, it would never be considered true. For it

 is impossible to establish the truth of a cognition "ex-

 trinsically," by, say, ascertaining the causes of the cog-
 nition to be whole or "pure" (sguddha). One could only

 establish the wholeness of its causes by means of a sec-

 ond cognition. That second cognition, in turn, would
 have to be validated by a third cognition, and so on, ad
 inf. Thus, if a cognition did not carry with it a sense of

 its own truth, it would never appear as true. Without

 any authority, it would not yield judgment. But cogni-
 tions do yield judgment. Hence they must be intrinsi-
 cally valid.

 In his Nydyaratnamald Parthasarathi points out that

 this passage (11.49-5 1) poses a serious difficulty for

 Umbeka's interpretation.40 Kumarila here is clearly ar-
 guing against the position that validity is "extrinsic" in

 that it is known from things other than the cognition

 itself. If that is what "extrinsic validity," paratah prii-

 miinya, means, then "intrinsic validity," svatah prii-

 manya, must mean that validity is known from the
 cognition itself. Hence Kumarila is talking about how

 validity is manifest, not, as Umbeka argues, how it
 originates.

 In summary, Parthasarathi offers a much more coher-

 ent reading of Kumarila's text than Umbeka. 11.47-48
 constitute a single statement. Thus Parthasarathi, over
 against Umbeka, is able to construe the ca of 48a in its
 primary sense, meaning 'and'. Moreover, he is able to

 take svatah, more naturally, as meaning 'of itself'. Fur-

 thermore, 11.49-51 on his reading successfully expli-
 cate II.47cd. On Umbeka's interpretation, on the other
 hand, as we have seen, 11.47 and 48 make two distinct
 statements. 11.48, moreover, is a response to an objec-
 tion that must be postulated. 11.49-51 are then sup-
 posed to explicate II.47cd, but in fact they seem to be
 discussing something other than what Umbeka takes

 38 Thus Parthasarathi, NR ad 11.48: tathd jiidnam api svot-
 pattau ... kdranam apeksatdm ndma, svakdrye tu visayanU-

 caye 'napeksam eva. But cf. NR ad 11.47: yadi jiidnasya

 svavisayatathatvavadhdrane svatah s'aktir na sydt.... Cf.

 also TS 2849: janane hi svatantrdnam prdmdnydrthavinig-

 citeh / svahetunirapeksainaim tesim vrttir ghatadivat.

 3 Cf. TS 2850.  40 NRM, 48,11. 22-25.
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 11.47 to be addressing. And Umbeka construes svatah

 more awkwardly, as 'from the cognition's own causes'.

 So far, Parthasarathi's reading of Kumarila's text seems

 preferable to Umbeka's.

 SV 11.52 and 53 conclude Kumarila's initial state-

 ment of his position.

 yadd svatah pramdnatvam taddnyan naiva m!-gyate
 nivartate hi mithydtvam dosdj]idndd ayatnatah 52
 tasmad bodhatmakatvena prapta buddheh pramdnati

 arthanyathatvahetitthadosajiincnd apodyate 53

 When there is intrinsic validity, nothing else is sought.

 For the falsehood [of the cognition] disappears without

 effort, as a result of not knowing a defect. Thus, the va-

 lidity of a cognition, due to its having the nature of

 knowledge, is [in the case of a false cognition] re-

 moved by ascertaining a defect in its cause or realizing

 that the object really is otherwise.

 Kumarila appears to be saying with 11.52 that nothing

 besides the cognition itself has to be ascertained in or-

 der for it to appear valid. In particular, the possibility

 of its falsehood does not have to be set aside; for doubt

 about the truth of a cognition simply does not arise as

 long as there is no awareness of a defect in the causal

 factors that gave rise to it (e.g., in the case of percep-

 tion, the sense organ) or awareness of a cognition that
 contradicts it.

 In the case of a false cognition, however, "the [in-

 trinsic] validity of a cognition, due to its having the na-

 ture of knowledge, is sublated by ascertaining some

 defect in its cause or realizing that the object is really
 otherwise" (11.53). This statement supports Parthasa-
 rathi's interpretation in two distinct ways. First, it says

 that a cognition is intrinsically valid by virtue of being
 a bodha, that is, a knowledge of its object. We have
 seen that knowledge-which is presumably synony-
 mous here with determination or judgment (avadha-
 rana, nigcaya)-entails awareness of the truth of a
 cognition. To say that a cognition is intrinsically valid
 by virtue of being knowledge is to say that it is intrin-
 sically valid insofar as it presents itself as true. This is
 the essence of Parthasarathi's position. Second, this
 ?loka says that the intrinsic validity of false cognitions
 is annulled upon disconfirming the cognition. That im-
 plies that Kumarila means by intrinsic validity not the
 actual correspondence of cognition and object, as Um-
 beka understands it, but merely, as Parthasarathi sug-

 gests, a sense of the cognition being true. If validity
 were the correspondence of cognition and object, it
 would either belong to a cognition or not; it could not
 initially belong to a cognition and then be removed.

 Parthasarathi, in taking Umbeka to task in his NRM for

 not giving a faithful reading of Kumarila's text (baha-

 vah 9lokii asmin pakse na sahgacchante), cites specifi-

 cally this Oloka.41

 However, while Parthasarathi may present us with a

 more convincing reading of Kumarila than Umbeka

 does, his interpretation appears to provide no better de-

 fense of the authority of the Veda than Umbeka's. How

 can the intrinsic validity of the Veda in Parthasarathi's

 sense guarantee that the Veda is true? As we have seen,

 svatah prdmdnya is something essentially subjective

 for Parthasarathi; it is a cognition's initial appearance

 or manifestation of validity. Clearly, the appearance or

 idea of truth is not the same as truth. Parthasarathi him-

 self admits, even emphasizes, that cognitions that are in

 fact false have intrinsic validity, that is, they initially

 manifest themselves as true. This, as I have noted, is

 the problem that most of those outside Mimamdsa have

 seen in the doctrine of svatah prdmanya. In fact, it un-

 doubtedly in part motivated Umbeka to offer his some-

 what distorted reading of the SV. Umbeka prefaces his

 interpretation of the text with a long passage in which

 he argues that by prdmdnya Kumarila must mean a cog-

 nition's correspondence with-or, more exactly, "non-

 deviation" from-its object (arthdvyabhicdritva).42 He

 could not mean some internal feature of cognition com-
 mon to both true and false cognitions, such as its pre-

 senting its object in a clear and distinct way or "merely
 making the object known" (bodhakatvamdtra).43 If he
 did, then obviously the fact that the Veda is intrinsi-
 cally valid would not entail that it is valid! It remains to
 be seen, then, how Parthasarathi-and therefore, since
 Parthasarathi appears to interpret the SV correctly, how

 Kumarila-believed the Veda to be really true by virtue
 of its "intrinsic validity." We shall take up this question
 in the next section.

 41 NRM, 48,11. 31-32.
 42 SVVT, 48-53.

 43 See SVVT, 50, 1. 5-51, 1. 2. Umbeka summarizes his ar-

 gument, SVVT, 53, 11. 22-25, by saying that we know that

 pramanya is nondeviation (arthavisamvdditva) and not "mak-

 ing something known" (bodhakatva), by anvaya-vyatireka.

 Where there is deviation, there is no validity, even if an ob-

 ject is presented clearly in awareness. On the other hand,
 where there is non-deviation, there is validity, even if there is

 no bodhakatva. The hetu of an inference, e.g., is valid by vir-

 tue merely of corresponding invariably with the sadhya; it
 does not, however, present the sddhya clearly in awareness at

 all! Hence, bodhakatva has nothing at all to do with validity.
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 III

 Before addressing the issue of the relation of

 intrinsic validity to actual validity, however, we must

 dispose of a serious challenge to Parthasarathi's inter-

 pretation of svatah prman ya, namely, that it is incom-
 patible with the Bhatta denial of the self-luminosity of

 cognition. This issue was raised some years ago in

 an engaging article by S. K. Saksena.44 However,
 Parthasarathi was aware of it in his day and thought

 that he had provided an adequate answer to it.45

 According to the doctrine of "non-self-luminosity,"

 asvaprakasgatva, cognition is completely taken up with

 apprehending its object; it does not simultaneously ap-

 prehend itself.46 That is to say, experience consists
 only in the awareness of objects by a knower and not at

 the same time an awareness of the knowing. This view

 is crucial to the (Bhatta) Mimamsa defense of realism

 against idealism; for, reasons the Bhatta, were it at all

 possible for cognition to cognize itself, then the object

 in consciousness might indeed be merely an aspect of

 consciousness! The Yogacara Buddhists, for example,

 held that all experience can be accounted for solely in

 terms of cognition having a two-fold structure: when

 an "object" is experienced by a cognition, one half of

 the cognition assumes the appearance of the object
 while the other half assumes the function of knower

 and perceives the first half. Thus no object outside con-

 sciousness need be posited. The doctrine of svatah pi-

 mdnya as we have understood it thus far seems to

 conflict with this Bhatta denial of self-luminosity. To

 say that the validity of a cognition is known intrinsi-

 cally would appear to be to say that a cognition knows

 itself to be valid.47 In that case, it must know itself.

 Obviously, this is a problem only for Parthasarathi's

 theory. It does not arise for Umbeka's interpretation,
 which holds that validity merely arises from the

 causes of cognition. Indeed, Umbeka may also have

 been motivated to adopt such an interpretation by a

 concern not to violate the principle of asvaprakiL'atva.

 Nevertheless, Parthasarathi argues that his proposal,

 understood correctly, is not incompatible with asva-

 prakds'atva either.

 For what he means when he says that a cognition

 conveys a sense of its own truth is that it presents its

 object as real, as definitely the way it is shown to be.

 Validity is simply the object being "thus," as the cog-
 nition represents it (visayatathdtva). All cognitions, ex-

 cept those falling under the category of doubt, reveal

 their objects as really existing and really having the
 properties they are represented to have. Thus the valid-
 ity of a cognition is something to be read off from the

 object, not from the cognition itself.48 Certainly, when

 44 "Svapramdnatva and Svaprakaiatva: an Inconsistency in
 Kumdrila's Philosophy," Review of Philosophy and Religion 9

 (1940): 27-31.

 45 He considers the problem in connection with SV 11.82-

 84. An opponent objects (82) that the validity of a cognition

 is not intrinsic, for we are in fact not aware that "this is a

 valid cognition" (pramanam iti) whenever one occurs. There-

 fore, validity must be known extrinsically. For if we were not

 aware of the validity of cognition at all, then it would be of

 no use in daily praxis (na cettham agrhitena vyavahd ro

 'vakalpate). (This appeals to the principle discussed above

 that in order to know, one must know that one knows.) Kumd-

 rila appears to say in response that the validity of a cognition

 indeed is not immediately evident, but only known subsequent

 to its occurrence. Nevertheless, it will still have its effect, i.e.,

 know its object. A cognition does not have to be known in

 order to yield a determinate experience (tenasya j]ilyamana-
 tvam prdmdnye nopayujyate / visaydnubhavo hy atra piirva-

 smad eva labhyate, 11.84). This statement indeed seems to

 conflict with Pdrthasdrathi's interpretation that every cognition

 carries with itself an awareness of its own truth. Pdrthasdrathi

 will argue, as we shall see below, that when Kumdrila says

 that a cognition does not have to be known, he means only

 that it does not have to be known directly. See the relevant

 passages of the Nydyaratndkara and also NRM, 51, 1. 8-52,

 1. 28.

 46 SV, 91inyavdda 184:

 vyp!prtam cdrthasamvittau j]idnam ndtmanam rcchati
 tena prakagakatve 'pi bodhdydnyat pratiksyate

 Cf. the entire passage, 182-185, and also iUnyavdda 74.

 47 na hi vijildnam atmanam g!h*udti, netardm atmiyam pra-
 manyam aprdmdnyam vd, arthagrahanopaksinatvdt, NRM, 51,
 11. 8-9.

 48 *

 na jnanasambandhitvena pramanyam grhyata iti bruimah,
 kin tu visayatathdtvam tadvijfidnasya prdmdnyam, tanni-

 bandhanatvaj jfidne pramanabuddhffabdayoh. tac cdjfidtdd

 eva jfidndt svata eva grhitam .. ., NR ad 11.84. Cf. NRM, 52,

 11. 20-27. For this reason Kumarila says with 11.84 that a cog-

 nition does not have to be known in order to be manifest as

 valid and serve as a means of knowledge (tenasya jfidya-

 mdnatvam prdmdnye nopayujyate; see note 45 above). He

 means that a cognition does not have to be known by an ex-

 plicit consciousness. A cognition is known explicitly only

 subsequent to its occurrence, via an inference from the

 jfidtatva or prakatatva of the object. Cf. also Ramanujacarya's

 Ndyakaratna with regard to Parthasarathi's discussion, NRM,

 52: yadi prdmdnyam ndmirthuivyabhicaritvadilaksano jnianad-

 harma ity angikriyeta, tada svato bhdnam anupapannam. kin

 tu visayadharmah kas cit pruimdnyam nama. so 'pi pramanyam
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 a cognition occurs, there is no awareness explicitly

 referring to the cognition of the form "I am a valid

 cognition; validity belongs to me" (aham pramdnam

 iti ... madiyam pramanyam).49 The object absorbs all
 our attention in cognition; cognition itself is invisible

 or "formless" (nirdkdra) and does not present itself to
 our awareness: this is the very essence of asvapra-

 kdAatva. Yet a distinct sense of the reality or "thus-

 ness" of the object-of being not just a (possibly

 accurate) idea of a thing but the thing itself-implies

 the faithfulness of the cognition that presents it. There-

 fore, without being directly known, every cognition

 (except doubt) carries with it a sense of its own truth.
 I now turn to the main objection against the svatah

 prdmainya theory, the problem that has been with us

 since the beginning of this essay, namely, that svatah

 prdmiinya does not entail actual pramiinya-intrinsic

 validity is common to valid and invalid cognitions

 alike. How do Kumarila and Parthasarathi deal with

 this issue?

 They seem to deal with it primarily by attacking the

 belief that one might ever know that a cognition is

 really true.50 We have already been introduced to this
 argument. One could never establish the actual truth of
 a cognition by showing that there is agreement (sam-
 vada) between the cognition and other cognitions, or

 that it leads to a direct experience of the causal
 efficiency (arthakriyi) of the object, or that the causes

 that produced it are endowed with "good characteris-
 tics" (gunas) conducive to its validity. Any such ap-

 proach will lead to a regress. In short, there is no way
 ever to establish objectively that a cognition really cor-

 responds with reality; for to do so one would have to
 step outside of cognition altogether, as it were, and
 take a "God's eye view" of the relation between cogni-
 tion and what it represents. However, we humans can-
 not do that. We are dependent upon cognitions in
 knowing anything. As long as we can check cognitions
 only by means of other cognitions, themselves in need
 of verification, we can never be absolutely confident-
 extrinsically-of the (objective) truth of a cognition.5

 The validity of a cognition, therefore, it if can be

 known at all, must be known "intrinsically," by its pre-

 senting a sense of its own truth. Indeed, if the validity

 of cognitions were not known in this way, then, with-

 out any authority, cognitions would never yield deter-

 minate judgment (avadhdrana, niscaya). As a result,

 indhyam evii'esasya jagatah: "everyone would be
 completely ignorant."52

 It is important to note in this connection that Kuma-

 rila never claims that intrinsic validity entails validity.

 Surely, then, the criticism that his theory allows for the
 intrinsic validity of false cognitions misses the point!

 As we have already seen, Parthasarathi in particular

 stresses that intrinsic validity is common to true and

 false cognitions alike.53 One reason he emphasizes this
 is, once again, to show the inadequacy of the utpattitah

 interpretation of svatah pnamcnya-that svatah pra-

 manya means that validity comes into being from the

 causes of cognition. If intrinsic validity were an actual

 correspondence between cognition and object that
 arose in a cognition from its causes, then it certainly
 would not belong to false cognitions; yet Kumdrila

 clearly says that it does. At the same time, Pdrthasd-
 rathi wishes to argue for the other half of the svatah

 primdnya doctrine, namely, that invalidity is extrin-
 sic-apra-matnya is paratah. A false cognition does not

 present itself as invalid. The invalidity of a false cog-
 nition is not, like validity, to be read off from the cog-

 nition itself.54 Rather, all cognitions appear initially as

 ity evamakarena vd jfidnasambandhitvena vd na svatah pra-

 tiyate. kin tu tatsvariipam jfidndd eva pratiyata iti svato bhd-

 nam upapannam iti (NRM 53, 11. 20-24).

 Mohanty, I believe, misconstrues Parthasarathi's suggestion

 when he complains that validity in the sense of "suchness"

 (tathdtva) is not an "epistemological notion" (Gangesa, 10).
 49 NRM 52,11. 21-22.

 50 SV 11.49-5 1 and 76-79; NRM 57-58.
 51 Hilary Putnam rejects the correspondence theory of truth

 for this among other reasons. See his Reason, Truth, and History

 (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1981), ch. 3, and The

 Many Faces of Realism (La Salle, Illinois: Open Court, 1987),

 lectures 1 and 2.

 52 NRM 58, 11. 3f. Cf. NR ad 11.47.

 ... apramdnajfidndd api prdmdnyam evdtmano 'sad api

 bodhyate . . . , NRM 54, 11. 20-21. This challenges the gener-

 alization of Mohanty that the svatah pr- m-ya theory "under-

 stands by 'knowledge' only true knowledge," so that the

 intrinsic validity of a cognition is "an analytic consequence of

 its conception of knowledge" (Gahgega, 76). Parthasarathi

 cites Kumdrila extensively in this connection, in particular, TS

 2861, 2912a-2913b (cf. SV II.85a-86b), and the following

 lines which are to be found neither in the TS nor the SV, but

 which are nevertheless presumably from the Brhattika:

 mithyaitat piirvavijnidnam iti ndjnidyi tena hi

 pramanavad dhi tenarthas tathaivety avadharitah

 anyathdtvam kutas tasya sidhyej jfndnntardd rte.

 54 Parthasdrathi points out that if only true cognitions had

 the feature of intrinsic validity, then it would be immediately

 evident from false cognitions, even if they did not present

 themselves as false, that they are false, simply because they

 lack that feature (NRM 54).
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 true, and one becomes aware of the falsehood of a par-

 ticular cognition only by ascertaining some other fact,

 e.g., that the object is really different from the way the
 cognition suggests it is, or that one's perception is dis-

 torted due to an ailment of the sense organ.55 Ulti-

 mately, however, this emphasis on the inability to

 distinguish true from false cognitions expresses what

 seems an almost skeptical attitude on the part of Kuma-

 rila, viz., that we can never establish with absolute cer-

 tainty that a cognition corresponds with reality. The
 paratah prdmdnya-vddin is egregiously mistaken in be-
 lieving that one can. But even the Mimdmsaka must

 recognize that in holding a particular cognition to be

 true, he is unable to ascertain its objective truth with

 finality.

 Is Kumarila, then, really a skeptic? Is he saying, in

 effect, that since we can never establish the validity of
 cognition extrinsically, we must rest content with intrin-

 sic validity, even though it is only subjective and may

 ultimately mislead us? that intrinsic validity, though not
 the same as real validity, is the best we can do?

 No. Kumarila is not a skeptic, and this is not all that

 he is saying. In spite of elements of skepticism in his

 epistemology, Kumarila in the end adopts a positive

 position: a cognition whose initial, intrinsic validity is
 not sublated by the awareness of a defect in its cause or

 a contradictory cognition not only continues to appear
 valid (subjectively) but almost certainly is valid (ob-

 jectively). We commonly suppose that, if over the long
 run no evidence for a certain state of affairs presents it-

 self, then the state of affairs in reality does not obtain.

 So, Kumdrila suggests, if no evidence of the falsehood
 of a cognition emerges (in the form of a bddhakajfidna
 or hetudosajfiana), we may suppose that the situation
 that would give rise to such evidence-an actual state
 of affairs that conflicts with its truth-does not exist,
 hence that the cognition really is true:

 tasmdd dr~dham yad utpannam vijianam na visamvadet

 desdntarddivijiidnaih pramlnam tad asamgayam56

 Therefore, that cognition which is unshaken57 and does

 not conflict with cognitions [occurring] at other times

 and places is a pramana without a doubt!

 Similarly, Kumdrila implies that when one searches for a
 refutation of a badhakajiiana (sublating cognition) but
 fails to find one, that is "because there is no basis," i.e.,
 presumably, because one's original cognition, called into
 question by the bddhakajiidna, really is false.58

 NRM 52, 11. 28-53, 1. 9. See SV II.85a-86b:

 apramdnam punah svdrthagrahakam sydt svariupatah

 nivrttis tasya mithyitve nagphite parair bhavet

 na hy arthasydtathabhdvah pu-rvenarthas tathdtvavat.
 56 TS 2904. Cf. SV 11.80:

 tasmad drdham yad utpannam napi visamvddam
 rcchati

 jiinaintarena vijidnamn tat pramdnam pratiyatdm.
 Kumarila seems to be saying with this 91oka: let it be recog-

 nized that a cognition that remains unsublated is a pramana.

 11.52, on the other hand, (discussed above) is perhaps more
 guarded:

 yadd svatah pramdnatvam taddnyan naiva m!rgyate
 nivartate hi mithydtvam dosajianMd ayatnatah.

 This suggests, merely, that the concern about the falsehood of

 a cognition disappears over time, merely as a result of the

 nonappearance of a defect.

 Note, incidentally, that in the last 0loka Kumdrila carefully

 avoids saying that one must establish that there is no dosa.

 The subsiding of any concern about the falsehood of the cog-

 nition occurs automatically, "without effort." L. Schmithausen

 has argued that the svatah prdmdnya theories of both Kumd-

 rila and Mandanamigra are undermined by a stipulation that in

 order for a cognition to be considered valid it must be posi-

 tively ascertained that there are no hetudosas or badhakajiA-
 nas. (See VV, 199-200, with regard to Kumdrila, and 232

 with regard to Mandana.) Schmithausen cites in support of his

 claim about Kumdrila, SV codana 67 cd: dosabhdve tu vijiieye

 [gunjh] sattamatropakarinah. This states, roughly, that gunas

 function to exclude dosas merely by their presence in the

 causes of cognition, but not insofar as they are known. Thus,

 one needn't be aware of the presence of gunas in order for

 cognition to be valid (which would lead to the regress of the

 theory of extrinsic validity), but one should be aware of the

 absence of dosas (dosabhdve vijiieye). But Schmithausen may
 be taking the word vijiieye in this verse more literally than

 Kumarila intended. In light of 11.52, cited above, Kumarila

 seems to mean not that one must be positively aware or estab-

 lish that there are no defects, but only not aware that there are

 any (nivartate hi mithyatvam dosajfidndt.. .). Similarly, Ku-

 marila says with regard to a cognition that contradicts an ear-

 lier cognition, i.e., a badhakajfidna (codana 60):

 svata eva hi tatrapi dosajfianat pramdnata

 dosajfiane tv anutpanne na sahkya nispramanata.

 I believe that the same analysis applies to Mandana, even

 though his assertion that one should "know" that there are no
 dosas is more definite: tato gate 'bhdve hetudosdndm tatha-
 khydtiviniscayah (VV 1 14d-I 15b).

 57 Or perhaps: "which has arisen firmly (dr#dham)," i.e.,
 with a sense of confidence in its truth.

 58 See TS 2868-69: athanuriupayatnena samyaganvesane
 krte / mula-bhavan na vijfianam bhaved badhabadhakam // tato
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 Thus any kind of general skepticism is unfounded

 for Kumarila. To be sure, one is sometimes obliged to

 determine that dosas and badhakajiinas are absent,

 but only when there is a known possibility that the

 cognition might be wrong-e.g., when it is dark, when

 circumstances are conducive to the occurrence of a mi-

 rage, etc. Moreover, Kumarila says, one need take only

 limited steps: "To the extent that a refutation is consid-

 ered possible with respect to a cognition, and it being

 to that same extent sought for and not discovered, let

 reasonable people (utpreksamdnaih ... pramatrbhih)

 ... not be obsessed [with imagining], 'Perhaps there

 still could be a refutation."' 59 It is unreasonable and
 inappropriate to worry that a cognition, despite every

 appearance of being true, might really be false, though

 one knows not how. "He who out of delusion is con-

 cerned about a contradiction [of his cognition], even

 though one has not arisen, will be filled with doubt and

 meet with failure in all his actions."60

 In the end, then, it appears that Kumarila adopts a

 common sense position. Every cognition is accompa-

 nied by an initial sense of conviction; one is initially in-

 clined to believe of every cognition that it is true. One

 continues to be so inclined as long as the cognition is

 not called into question. Almost certainly, however, if

 the cognition is never overturned, it is true. Falsehood

 cannot conceal itself forever. If, over the long run, the

 cognition is not shown to be false, then on the basis of

 its initial, intrinsic validity one is certainly justified in

 believing that it is not false, that it is really true.

 At the end of the first section I suggested that the

 svatah prdmiinya doctrine is an expression of the MI-

 mamsa tendency to adhere strictly to appearances. This

 tendency frequently takes on an empiricist aspect: one

 may believe that for which one has concrete evidence

 and no more. The doctrine of svatah primdnya says,
 essentially: one may never consider a cognition to be

 false without positive evidence of its falsehood. In the

 case of most cognitions one is initially presented with

 positive evidence of the cognition's truth; for it an-

 nounces itself as true and compels our assent.61 On the

 other hand, one has no evidence of its falsehood (in the

 form of a contradictory cognition, etc.); and surely if it

 were false, it would eventually reveal itself as such.

 Hence one is justified in believing that the cognition

 really is true. Although that is not as good as knowing

 it is true extrinsically, via a pramana-which however

 would be futile, since that would lead to a regress-it

 is almost as good.62

 When we hear, then, the sentences of the Veda pro-

 nounced, they immediately present themselves to us as

 true, as do other cognitions. We are not aware of any

 defect in the Veda's source, such as the humanity of its

 author; for we know that it has no source. Moreover,

 we have never been presented with cognitions that con-

 tradict it. Thus we have no reason to believe-indeed,

 we have reason not to believe-that we will ever be

 presented with such cognitions. Hence the Veda not

 only appears valid. For all intents and purposes it is

 valid: we have reason to believe that no state of affairs

 that conflicts with its truth exists. This, I believe, is

 how Kumarila would answer the charge that intrinsic

 validity does not entail actual validity.

 Does this mean that Kumarila holds a "correspon-

 dence" as opposed to a "coherence" theory of truth? In

 a way. He stresses that we can never establish that

 there is a correspondence between cognition and re-

 ality. But, once again, there are many cognitions for

 which we are fully justified in believing that they do

 correspond to reality, although that is not something

 we can know. In any case, all Bhattas ultimately recog-

 nize correspondence as the nature of truth. A cognition

 initially presents itself as valid, Parthasarathi says, pre-

 cisely because it presents its object as being really

 "thus," as the cognition presents it. On the other hand,

 a cognition is recognized as false when it is discovered

 (via another cognition) that its object really is not like

 that. And, when one thinks that a cognition which is
 not vitiated is valid, one believes not merely that it

 continues to appear valid (by virtue of its intrinsic va-
 lidity), but that it continues to appear so because it
 really corresponds to how things are.

 nirapavddatvdt tenaivadyam baliyasd / badhyate .... Sup-

 pose that a correct search, according to an appropriate effort,

 has been made and, due to there being no basis [for one], a

 cognition refuting the refutation does not arise; then one's first

 cognition is refuted by the stronger [sublating cognition],

 since [the latter] has not been set aside... .

 59 TS 2873-74:

 ydvdn evdpavddo 'to yatra sambhaivyate matau

 anviste 'nupajite ca tdvaty eva taddtmani

 kaddcit sydd apity evam na bhiiyas tatra vastuni

 utpreksamanaih sthatavyam atmakdmaih pramatrbhih

 See the continuation of the passage, 2875-84.

 60 TS 2872:

 utprekseta hi yo mohdd ajdtam api bddhakam

 sa sarvavyavaharesu samsayatma ksayam vrajet.

 See also SV 11.60.

 61 Once again, by presenting its object as real.
 62 Cf. Putnam, Realism, 31-40, where he argues for col-

 lapsing the distinction between truth and "warranted assert-

 ibility" or "idealized justification."
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 Ultimately, however, we must judge this interpreta-

 tion of Kumarila's defense of the authority of the Veda

 a failure, also. Clearly, the claim that the Veda is with-

 out a source, hence, a fortiori, without a defective

 source, is highly implausible. Indeed, it seems that

 there could be no cause more defective than a non-

 existent one! On the other hand, the fact that the Veda

 is not contradicted by other things we know proves

 nothing, since according to Mimamsa humans are inca-

 pable of knowing independently of the Veda any of the

 transcendental matters of which it speaks. The Veda

 stands uncontradicted, it seems, merely by default.63

 Thus it would seem that on no interpretation, neither

 Umbeka's nor Parthasarathi's, can the notion of svatah

 prdmdnya serve specifically as a basis for the defense

 of the authority of the Veda.

 Nevertheless, the notion of intrinsic validity still

 amounts to a significant contribution to epistemology.

 This becomes evident when we remind ourselves of the

 crucial role played in the West by the notion of self-

 evident cognition. Many Western philosophers have

 held that human knowledge must be grounded on self-

 validating epistemic states of some kind. Otherwise,

 knowledge will be without a foundation. Every idea

 will require corroboration by another idea in turn; thus

 without total justification of belief, one will never

 know anything. Therefore, Descartes, for example,

 sought to base all knowledge on "clear and distinct

 ideas," the truth of which cannot be doubted (or can

 only be doubted on an abstract, "metaphysical" level,

 as Descartes himself attempts in his First Meditation).

 The paradigm for clear and distinct ideas, he thought,

 is the cogito ergo sum. Similarly, Spinoza claimed that

 the truth of "adequate ideas," which constitute science,

 is always manifest: "He who has a true idea knows at

 the same time that he has a true idea, nor can he doubt

 the truth of the thing."64 The views of Spinoza and

 Descartes may have been inspired by the ancient Stoic

 doctrine of "apprehension" (KaTdX1kjtq) or "apprehen-
 sive presentation" (KaTactTtirKi1 (paVTavia). An appre-
 hensive presentation is a presentation which "arises

 from what is and is stamped and impressed exactly in

 accordance with what is, of such a kind as could not be

 derived from a non-existent object";65 it is "incapable
 of deceiving."66 It is, moreover, distinctive in its cer-

 tainty and stands out clearly from false or doubtful ap-

 prehensions: "a presentation of that kind as compared

 with all other presentations has a special character of

 its own, like the horned serpents as compared with all

 other serpents";67 "it all but seizes us by the
 hair . . . and pulls us to assent."68

 Of course, a crucial difference between these West-

 ern theories of self-validating cognitions and the MI-

 mamsa theory of svatah primiinya is that while the

 latter holds all cognitions to present themselves as true,

 the former assign the feature of self-certainty to only a

 few ideas-in the case of Descartes, e.g., the cogito,
 the ideas of mathematics, and the proof of the exis-

 tence of God. Thus Bhatta Mimamsa is not a form of

 epistemological foundationalism, which conceives of

 human knowledge as hierarchically structured, with the

 mass of what we know resting upon a few cognitions

 of special status. Rather, it is closer to the common

 sense empiricism of the eighteenth-century Scottish

 philosopher Thomas Reid, which stresses that almost

 63 As Pollock (op. cit., 607) points out, while Mimrmsd ac-
 cepts the doctrine that a cognition cannot be considered false

 unless falsified by another cognition, it does not recognize the

 corollary doctrine that only a potentially falsifiable cognition

 that is in fact unfalsified can be considered true.

 64 Ethics II, prop. 43. Cf. II, prop. 43, schol.: "No one who

 has a true idea is ignorant that a true idea involves the highest

 certitude.... No one can doubt this, unless he supposes an

 idea to be something dumb, like a picture on a tablet, instead

 of being a mode of thought, that is to say, intelligence itself."

 Harry Wolfson has noted (The Philosophy of Spinoza [Cam-

 bridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1934], 2:99ff.) that

 Spinoza actually had two criteria of truth, both of which were

 discussed in medieval philosophy: an intrinsic criterion of

 self-evidence, which is the basis of Spinoza's definition of an

 "adequate idea" ("By adequate idea I understand an idea

 which, insofar as it is considered in itself, with reference to

 the object, has all the properties or internal signs of a true

 idea," Ethics II, def. 4), and a correspondence criterion,

 whereby an idea is true insofar as it accurately represents its

 object ("A true idea must agree with that of which it is the

 idea," Ethics I, ax. 6). Wolfson argues convincingly that these

 two criteria were compatible for Spinoza, as for medieval phi-

 losophers. The internal criterion is to be taken as supplemen-

 tary to the correspondence criterion, "applicable especially to

 concepts and judgments about concepts where correspondence

 with reality cannot be ascertained except by such criteria as

 self-evidence and self-consistency" (p. 99). I have argued

 above, essentially, that in Bhdtta Mimdmsd also intrinsic va-

 lidity and correspondence are distinct but compatible defini-
 tions of truth.

 65 Sextus Empiricus, Adversus Mathematicos 7.248.
 66 Diogenes Laertius, 7.177; see A. A. Long and D. N. Sed-

 ley, The Hellenistic Philosophers (Cambridge: Cambridge
 Univ. Press, 1987), 1:144.

 67 Adv. Math. 7.252.

 68 Adv. Math. 7.257.
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 all our perceptions have initial authority: "all men are

 by nature led to give implicit faith to the distinct testi-

 mony of their senses";69 "we are born under a neces-

 sity of trusting our reasoning and judging powers; and

 a real belief of their being fallacious cannot be

 maintained for any considerable time by the greatest

 sceptic, because it is doing violence to our con-

 stitution."70 Thus, Hume's skepticism about the reality

 of physical objects, which Reid wants to attack, is un-

 able to get off the ground; for it depends on viewing

 perception merely as the apprehension of a mental

 state, an impression, whose actual correspondence with

 reality is questionable. At the same time, Reid under-

 stands, over against such rationalists as Descartes, that

 our perceptions, though initially authoritative, can al-

 ways be overturned: they are not apodictic. Neverthe-

 less, they provide for a certain confidence in reality as

 long as they are not challenged by other perceptions.

 Despite these differences, however, we find at the

 basis of both the foundationalist and the Mimamsa

 (Reidean) proposals the same insight: there must occur

 cognitions which present themselves as true-even if

 they do not absolutely guarantee their own truth-in

 order for there to be truth at all. The search for evi-

 dence must come to an end-either at the very start, or

 after a finite process-in a kind of knowledge for
 which the concern for evidence does not arise. This

 provides a clear answer to the question, whence comes
 truth? at the heart of all epistemology. Opposed to this

 answer would be any form of coherentism which says
 that truth is merely a matter of corroboration by further

 evidence that is not, in turn, ultimately anchored in
 some self-validating form of awareness. It is interest-

 ing that although such theories have been extensively
 developed in Western thought-e.g., in pragmatism-
 Indian philosophers have shied away from them. Sig-
 nificantly, even those schools that attack the Mimamsa
 doctrine of svatah prdmdnya tend to be foundationalist
 in outlook: although they argue that cognitions are

 generally true by virtue of being validated by other
 cognitions, they also recognize that the chain of valida-
 tion ends with some type of cognition which is intrinsi-
 cally valid, svatah prdmina.71 Typically, this is the

 experience of the causal efficiency or practical function

 of the object (phalajfiina, artha-kriydjfidna), e.g., of
 the water one perceived actually quenching one's thirst.

 In conclusion, the doctrine of svatah prdmdnya

 should be seen as more than a mere curiosity in the his-

 tory of Indian thought. Rather, it represents a viable

 position in an important philosophical debate-a posi-

 tion, moreover, which probably influenced the episte-

 mological theories of other schools besides the

 Mimamsa, even as they attacked it. Once one is able to

 take svatah primanya seriously as a philosophical

 idea, it seems less probable that it was merely invented

 ad hoc by the Mimamsaka for the purpose of defending

 the authority of the Veda. Rather, the source of the

 idea was probably the same systematic reflection on

 the nature of human knowledge as that engaged in by

 Western philosophers.72 A proper historical investiga-

 tion of the source of this doctrine will, however, have

 to await a further study.

 IV

 It remains to indicate some ways in which the notion

 of intrinsic validity is applied in (Bhatta) Mimamsa to

 issues besides that of the authority of the Veda. This

 will further support my contention that svatah pri-
 manya lies at the very heart of Mimamsa thought. As I
 have already suggested, the doctrine of svatahi pra-
 manya is an expression of the fundamental Mimarmsa
 tendency to adhere strictly to appearances, that is, to

 regard what appears, and nothing more than what ap-

 pears, as real. Such rigid realism is evident in almost
 all the important philosophical doctrines of Mimamsa.
 We have seen it in the doctrine of the authorlessness of
 the Veda. It is, however, also evident in such theses as

 the reality of the external world, the eternality of lan-
 guage, and the existence of the self. Svatah pr-m -ya
 plays an important role in the argumentation for these
 positions; it is the germ, as it were, of realism in
 Mimamsa. I shall focus here primarily on the role
 played by svatah pramanya in the refutation of Bud-

 69 Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man (Cambridge,
 Mass.: MIT Press, 1969), 625.

 70 Essays, 632.
 71 Thus, e.g., Manorathanandin's commentary on Pramdna-

 varttika 1.3: arthakriyanirbhdsarm tu pratyaksam svata

 evdrthakriydnubhavdtmakam, na tatra pararthakriydpeksyata

 iti tad api svato niscitaprdmdnyam. ata evdrthakriydparam-

 paranusaranad anavasthadoso 'pi duhstha eva. See also the

 Nydya theory cited by Vacaspati, NVTT, 9, 11. 8-11: na ca

 phalajidnarm pariksyate preksavadbhih..., etc. Vacaspati's

 own theory, however, which is presented in the sequel, is a

 more or less consistently coherentist position (although he

 does recognize inference and samvedana as svatah prdmdna).

 See B. K. Matilal's excellent discussion of it in his Perception

 (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1988), 164-79.

 72 Matilal has elaborated the systematic connections be-

 tween the Indian and European frameworks in Perception,

 chs. 1, 2, and 5.
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 dhist idealism and the demonstration of the reality of

 external objects. I shall, however, also briefly discuss

 the arguments for the existence of the self and the eter-

 nality of words.

 In the nirdlambanavadidhikarana of his Slokavdrt-

 tika, Kumarila, following the Vrttikara, formulates the

 Yogacara denial of external reality in terms of the

 following anumina: "the cognition (pratyaya) of a

 post, etc., is false, because it is a cognition, like the

 cognition of a dream, etc."73 That is to say, we know

 that our waking cognitions of posts, trees, human be-

 ings, etc., are illusory just because they have the nature

 of cognitions; for known illusory experiences, such as

 dreams, mistaken perceptions, and mirages, have that

 same nature: they are cognitions, too. Kumarila de-

 votes much of his discussion to arguing that this infer-

 ence is, in one way or another, self-refuting. It seeks to

 deny the truth of all our experiences; yet any inference

 depends on the reality of the relationships between

 things in the world, in particular, between the dharma

 and dharmin of the anumana. What is nirdlambanatd?

 Is that merely something imagined, too?74 What is a
 pratyaya? Is that, too, without any reality?75 Indeed, it
 seems that the inference renders its own terms mean-

 ingless. You can only attempt a proof if you assume

 the reality of the paksa, the hetu, and the drstdnta; but

 in this case, assuming that anything is real, you refute

 your own proof!

 These arguments of Kumarila's seem at first sight

 somewhat sophistical.76 Nevertheless, he supplements
 them with other arguments that have more force. These

 are arguments that appeal, directly or indirectly, to the

 doctrine of intrinsic validity. Even if the inference of

 the Yogacarin is allowed to stand as formally valid,

 Kumarila points out, we can easily construct an infer-

 ence to oppose it, namely: "the notion that a cognition

 has an external object is valid; for it is an idea devoid

 of any contradiction, like the idea [that we have upon

 waking] that contradicts a dream."77 In other words,

 the notion we receive from every (waking) cognition

 that its object really exists independently of us, is

 valid; for, ordinarily, that notion is not overturned by a

 subsequent cognition, i.e., a cognition revealing the

 first cognition to be false.

 This argument implicitly appeals to the principle of

 svatah prdmiinya, which says that a cognition is valid

 unless and until it is contradicted. Moreover, it repeats

 the claim that every cognition contains a sense of the

 reality of the object it represents. In the inference at

 hand, it is actually the idea accompanying every

 awareness of an object that "this object is real" which

 is demonstrated to be valid. The gist of the inference is

 that there occurs as part of the content of every cogni-

 tion the notion that the object of cognition is real. This

 notion, in turn, is in most cases never overturned.

 But-by svatah prdmainya-cognitions that are not

 overturned are true. Hence the idea that the object of

 cognition is real stands and the objectlessness of cogni-

 tions is directly refuted.

 Kumarila notes more generally that one is justified in

 asserting that a cognition is "without an object" only

 when it is overturned by another, specific cognition

 which ascertains that its object is really otherwise or

 that there were defects in the causes that gave rise to it.

 Only specific cognitions, for which there are specific

 bddhakajninas (sublating cognitions), can be denied,
 not all cognition in general! Were one able to deny any

 idea arbitrarily without a bidhakajnfiina, then there
 would be no truth at all, and the Buddhist himself

 would have no defensible position on any issue.78 He
 could not, for example, without fear of arbitrary con-

 tradiction, hold that all things are momentary. More-

 over, a cognition can be sublated only by another

 cognition that has claim to truth. But the Yogacarin is

 in effect saying that no cognition is a pramana.79 Thus
 he undermines the basis of any distinction between a

 false idea which is subject to refutation and a true idea

 which is not.

 In the end it seems that the "sophistical" arguments

 of the nirdlambanavidddhikarana play only a subsid-
 iary role in support of the fundamental Mimamsa stance

 of taking things as they appear. Ultimately, perception

 itself directly reveals to us the reality of the object. Per-

 ception clearly presents objects to us as external and

 73 SV, niralambana 23: stambhadipratyayo mithyd pratyayat-

 vat ... svapnddipratyayo yathd. This is probably an interpre-

 tation of Vimsatika 1. It is interesting, however, that

 Vasubandhu does not formulate his argument explicitly as an

 anumdna with pratyayatva as the middle term. Is this an ex-

 ample of a Hindu philosopher willfully taking a Buddhist ar-

 gument in its most easily refutable form?

 74 See SV, niralambana 38-40, 64-66.

 75 See SV, niraldmbana 41-47.

 76 For one thing, it seems that one could easily answer them

 by appeal to a theory of two truths. Interestingly, however,

 Kumdrila begins the niralambanavadadhikarana with an at-

 tack on the notion of samvrtisatya.

 77 9V, niralambana 79c-80b:
 bdhydrthdlamband buddhir iti samyak ca dhir iyam

 baidhakapetabuddhitvad yathd svapnaidibadhadhih.

 78 SV, niralambana 87-88.

 79 SV, nirdlambana 88-89.
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 independent. This is the emphasis of the Vrttikara of

 the Sabarabhdsya, as Kumarila recognizes. Kumarila

 presents this fact, which is originally perceptual, in the

 form of an inference merely in order, scrupulously, to

 meet inference with inference and show exhaustively

 that the Yogacara argument for nirllambanatli is re-

 futed by the two chief pramadnas of perception and

 inference alike. Nothing contradicts this perception of

 the externality of the object and undermines its intrinsic

 validity-except, again, in specific cases, a specific

 bidhakajiiina. Waking experience in general is not
 sublated in the way dreams are.80 Certainly, the notion

 of the sdlambanatli of cognitions, obtained with con-

 viction "from the cognitions themselves" (ripdt), can-

 not be overturned by so precarious an argument as the

 Yogacarins have put forward, which calls even itself

 into question;81 for a weaker idea can never overturn a

 stronger. Thus, by the principle of intrinsic validity,

 sdlambanatli is what is true.

 The notion of svatah prdmanya also finds applica-

 tion in the Mimamsa argument for the existence of a

 self. The Mimamsakas developed a unique argument

 for the self, related to, but distinct from, previous

 Nyaya efforts, from the fact that we seem to recognize

 ourselves in acts of memory.82 That is to say, when I

 remember an experience from the past, I do not merely

 remember an experience undergone by some uniden-

 tified person; I also realize that it was I, the person now

 engaged in the act of remembering, who underwent

 that experience. Hence I establish that I, who exist

 now, also existed in the past. Therefore, there is a real

 self that exists continuously through time. Now this ar-

 gument assumes that the thought 'I' which accompanies

 all of my experiences expresses a real perception of

 myself. It is this assumption that the Buddhists at-
 83

 tack. There is no self of which I am directly aware
 from one moment to the next; and there is no self that I

 actually recognize as identical with myself in memory.

 I am merely habituated to think the baseless notion 'I'

 from moment to moment. The idea is not founded on a

 perception; it in fact refers to nothing.

 In response to this objection Kumarila simply points
 out that the notion 'I' cannot be considered an error or

 illusion because it is never overturned by a contradict-

 ing cognition.84 Svatah p-dmanya guarantees its truth.

 Therefore, this aspect of our experience, also, should

 be taken at face value: the 'I' that occurs along with

 every act of consciousness should be taken like any

 other idea to refer to some real thing. And when mem-

 ory presents the subject of a past experience as 'I', we

 must be conscious of the same thing that in the present

 moment gives rise to the thought 'I'. Therefore, self-

 recognition in memory establishes the continuity of

 the self.

 Finally, we may note that a similar appeal to recog-

 nition (pratyabhijfid) valid by virtue of svatah pri-
 manya is made in establishing the eternality of words.

 Sabara, commenting on Mimrssaitra 1.1.20, argues

 that we know that words are not produced but are eter-

 nal and unchanging because we recognize the same

 words in different utterances. Each time we use the

 word 'cow', we recognize it as the same word 'cow' we

 used before. Therefore one identical word must exist

 continuously through time. To the objection that this

 "recognition" is really an illusion and that, in fact, we

 are merely mistaking distinct but similar words as

 identical, Sabara responds: "No; for [people] do not as-

 certain that the word is similar, but rather that this

 word is precisely that one [previously uttered]. [Only]

 if a clear difference [between this and that word] were

 cognized would one understand [one's original recogni-

 tion] to be a delusion."85 If our original cognition of
 identity were overturned by an awareness of mere

 similarity, then we would know it to be an illusion. But

 it is not. Therefore we know that words are eternal.

 The appeal to svatah pramiinya here, once again, is im-

 plicit but obvious.

 We see, then, that the notion of svatah prdmiinya is

 the chief instrument of realism in Mimarmsa. It is, in

 fact, both an expression of realism and a vehicle for it.

 It is an expression of realism insofar as it amounts to

 the general thesis that one should take one's cognitions

 at face value: if they consistently appear to be true,

 they are. However, when it is applied to specific types

 of cognitions, it also serves as a means of justifying
 specific realist metaphysical doctrines. It gives rise to
 the doctrine of the reality of the external world when
 applied to perception, and it yields the doctrines of the
 reality of the self, as well as other substances, and the

 80 SV, nirdlambana 89-90.
 81 SV, nirdlambana 65-66.
 82 I have discussed this argument in my article, "The

 Mimdmsd Theory of Self-Recognition," Philosophy East and

 West 40 (1990): 35-57.

 83 See, e.g., TS 204-6, 275-84.

 84 SV, atmavdda 125cd: na cdhampratyayo bhrintir isto

 bddhakavarjanat.
 85 tan na. na hi sadrda iti pratiyanti. kin tarhi? sa evdyam

 iti. vidite ca sphute 'nyatve vydmoha iti gamyate: MSBh,

 1:106.
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 eternal nature of words (and other units of language)

 when applied to our judgments of the identity of the

 self and physical objects through time, and the identity

 of words in separate occurrences. Thus we see that in

 Mimarnsa, as elsewhere, epistemology dictates meta-

 physics. If "innocent until proven guilty" sums up Mi-

 mamsa theory of knowledge, then "what you see is

 what you get" sums up Mimamsa metaphysics.

 One should note, however, that the Mimamsa philos-

 opher is somewhat arbitrary in his realism, that is, in

 his application of the principle of svatah prdmiinya. In

 accepting, for example, the reality of external objects

 and denying the existence of omniscient persons,

 Mimamsa is accepting the reality of the appearances of

 sense perception. On the other hand, in affirming the

 eternality of words, the existence of universals, and the

 existence of an immortal, substantial self, Mimamsa is

 favoring the truth, not of sense perception, but of

 certain judgments of identity, based on "recognition"

 (pratyabhijfii), that do not appear to be empirical at

 all. The Mimamsa philosopher thus shifts in his realism

 from empiricism to Platonism and back, as suits his

 apologetic purposes.86

 Be that as it may, it is now, I hope, evident that the

 doctrine of svatah pramiinya is of considerable signifi-

 cance, both as regards to its systematic role in MI-

 mamsa thought and its value as a contribution to

 general epistemology.

 86 In general, however, the Mimamsaka likes to pose as a
 hard-nosed empiricist. Thus Parthasarathi boasts, "Nothing

 unseen is to be postulated by the Mimdmrsakas" (mimrmsakais

 tu na kiii cid adrstam kalpanlyam, NR ad SV, codand 98-99).

 ABBREVIATIONS

 MSBh MimdmsdsiUrabhdsya of Sabarasvdmin. In Mimdmsd-

 darsanam, ed. K. V. Abhyankar. 8 vols. Benares:

 Anandagrama Sanskrit Series, 1973.

 NR Nydyaratnakara of Pdrthasarathimigra. In SV.

 NRM Nydyaratnamald of Parthasarathimigra. Ed. K. S.

 Ramaswami Sastri. Gaekwad's Oriental Series, no.

 75. Baroda, 1937.

 NV7T Nydyavdrttikatdtparyatikd of Vdcaspatimigra. In

 Nydyadarganam, ed. Taranatha Nyaya-Tarka-tirtha.

 Calcutta: Metropolitan Publishing House, 1936-44.

 SV Slokavarttika of Kumarilabhatta (with Pdrthasdrathi's

 Nydyaratnakara). Ed. Svami Dvdrikadasa Sdstri.

 Varanasi: Tara Publications, 1978.

 SVVT Slokavarttikavyakhyatatparyatika. Ed. S. K. Rama-

 natha Sastri. Madras: University of Madras, 1971.

 TS Tattvasahgraha of Santaraksita. Ed. Svami Dvdrika-

 dasa Sastrl. Varanasi: Bauddha Bharati, 1982.

 VV Vibhramaviveka of Mandanamigra. Ed. L. Schmit-

 hausen. Osterreichische Akademie der Wissen-

 schaften, philosophisch-historische Klasse, 247.1.

 Vienna, 1965.
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